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[1] Paleomagnetic and structural analyses of the
Western European Variscan Belt (WEVB) suggest
that the most viable kinematic model for Variscan
deformation in northern Iberia is oroclinal bending of
an originally linear belt in a two-stage tectonic history.
This history represents two regional compression
phases (E-W in the Late Carboniferous and N-S in
the Permian, both in present-day coordinates), which
resulted in the refolding (about steeply plunging axes)
of initially north-south trending thrusts and folds in the
hinge zone, and oroclinal tightening due to vertical
axis rotation of the belt’s limbs. However, the orocline
model has yet to be critically tested in the WEVB’s
core. This study reports new paleomagnetic, rock
magnetic, and structural data from the inner core of the
WEVB in order to test opposing kinematic models for
the well-documented fault and fold interference
structures formed by late stage Variscan deformation
and to better understand the overall development of
the WEVB arc. Map-scale structural features within
the WEVB core have a highly sinuous geometry
characterized by transverse and thrust-parallel fold
systems formed by fault bend folding over footwall
ramps. The intersections of these two fold systems
produce steeply plunging interference folds, which are
best exposed in the Ponga thrust unit. A total of 67
paleomagnetic sites were collected in the Barcaliente
Formation of the Ponga Unit, with emphasis placed on
detailed spatial coverage of individual structural
domains. A multicomponent paleomagnetic
remanence was measured, which is interpreted to be
composed of two components; a low unblocking
temperature recent viscous magnetization and a high
unblocking temperature ancient magnetization that
was acquired in the latest Stephanian to Early Permian
after initial D1 thrusting and folding bur prior to major
secondary rotation. Rock magnetic experiments show
that the characteristic remanence magnetization is
carried by secondary authigenic pseudosingle-domain
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magnetite. These paleomagnetic results are used
to determine the kinematics and geometry of
postmagnetization deformation by restoring in situ
magnetic vectors back to a defined reference direction.
On the basis of the restored Ponga Unit geometry, the
steeply plunging interference folds found in the
WEVB core are best described by a combination of
secondary buckling of frontal-ramp-parallel hanging
wall anticlines and modification of D1 lateral/oblique
ramps as frontal ramps during late stage northsouth shortening. This combination of structural
modification of the inner core of the WEVB was
necessary to accommodate oroclinal bending during
the final amalgamation of Pangea in the late Paleozoic.
Citation: Weil, A. B. (2006), Kinematics of orocline tightening
in the core of an arc: Paleomagnetic analysis of the Ponga Unit,
Cantabrian Arc, northern Spain, Tectonics, 25, TC3012,
doi:10.1029/2005TC001861.

1. Introduction
[2] Deformation of the Earth’s crust during orogeny
results in the transport of material in three dimensions,
which often produces complex combinations of translation
and rotation of material within an orogenic system. Consequently, to fully understand the kinematic evolution of foldthrust belt development, it is crucial to determine the motion
of material with respect to the overall forelandward transport direction, and also the motion of material out of the
plane of general transport, specifically rotation about nearfield vertical axes (e.g., local thrust sheet rotation) [McCaig
and McClelland, 1992; Allerton, 1998; Pueyo et al., 2003].
Recent reviews of the major curved orogens of the world
have increased the interest, awareness and importance of
understanding rotations in orogenic systems [Sussman and
Weil, 2004; Weil and Sussman, 2004; Van der Voo, 2004;
Marshak, 2004]. Analog and conceptual models by Marshak
[1988], Marshak et al. [1992], Hindle and Burkhard
[1999], Marques and Cobbold [2002], and Marshak
[2004] have identified multiple controlling factors/mechanisms for initiating rotations in fold-thrust belts, including
(1) initial variations in stratigraphic thickness, (2) strength
changes along detachment horizons, (3) shape and motion
of indentors, (4) foreland buttress effects, (5) differences in
shortening along strike of a fold-thrust belt, and (6) superimposed deformation [e.g., Beutner, 1977; Woodward,
1986; Marshak, 1988; Marshak et al., 1992; Ferrill and
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Groshong, 1993; Allerton, 1998; Macedo and Marshak,
1999; Hindle and Burkhard, 1999; Marques and Cobbold,
2002; Lickorish et al., 2002]. The problem, however, is that
quantification of vertical axis rotation (VAR) is often very
difficult to impossible to determine using classic structural
geology techniques [Weil and Sussman, 2004]. On the other
hand, if classic structural geology techniques are combined
with paleomagnetic analysis, then VAR can be analyzed
given that a geologically stable and known paleomagnetic
record is preserved within the rock units of interest [Weil
and Sussman, 2004].
[3] Unlike conventional structural geology techniques,
paleomagnetism provides a stable external framework (the
Earth’s spin axis) for restoring bedding back to its initial
orientation and measuring both near-field and far-field
VARs [MacDonald, 1980; McCaig and McClelland, 1992;
Allerton, 1998; Pueyo et al., 2003]. This approach of course
presupposes that the measured magnetization was acquired
prior to rotation, that the age of magnetization can be
determined and compared to a known reference direction,
and that the recorded paleomagnetic signal is stable and
recoverable. When paleomagnetism and detailed structural
analyses are combined, they can produce robust geologically realistic models of fold-thrust belt kinematics where
there has been significant VAR [e.g., Courtillot et al., 1986;
Brown, 1983; Setiabudidaya et al., 1994; Stewart, 1995a;
Bates, 1989; Weil et al., 2000, 2001; Weil and Van der Voo,
2002a; Pueyo et al., 2002, 2003; Sussman and Weil, 2004].
[4] One of the more powerful applications of paleomagnetism to VAR is the characterization of interference structures that form as a consequence of progressive deformation
that causes folding style changes during fold growth. This is
particularly relevant when complex footwall thrust geometries impact fold development (e.g., lateral/oblique ramps), a
phenomenon not generally well understood due to difficulty
in interpreting out-of-plane rotations [Boyer and Elliot,
1982; Apotria et al., 1992; Apotria, 1995; Stewart, 1993;
Allerton, 1998; Wilkerson et al., 2002; Bayona et al., 2003].
Such complex interactions between faulting and folding are
particularly relevant at fault-related fold terminations, where
there is often ambiguity in distinguishing between lateral/
oblique ramps and displacement gradient terminations.
Fault-related folds in fold-thrust belt settings must terminate
[e.g., Dahlstrom, 1969; Elliott, 1976], and often do so as
plunging fold structures near fault tips. Such interference
structures have many names in the literature (‘‘coaptation
folds’’ [Strauffer, 1988], ‘‘curvature accommodation folds’’
[Lisle et al., 1990], ‘‘oblique culmination walls’’ [Butler,
1982], ‘‘oblique folds’’ [Apotria et al., 1992], and ‘‘corner
folds’’ [Alvarez-Marrón, 1995]), all of which represent the
penecontemporaneous rotation of two homoclinal panels
about horizontal axes, producing an obliquely oriented fold
at the intersection of the two axes. For consistency, the term
corner folds will be used throughout this report. Stewart
[1993] provides a complete description of the geometric
accommodation and kinematics of corner folds.
[5] Determining the mechanism of interference structure
formation is challenging, due to the subjective nature of the
criteria used (e.g., fold plunge angle, hanging wall cutoff
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lines, and stratigraphic contacts), and the difficulty in
accurately determining fold kinematics [Wilkerson et al.,
2002]. Paleomagnetic investigations, particularly when a
syntectonic secondary magnetization is preserved, are especially useful in unraveling these types of complex folding
histories, because they allow a geologically instantaneous
look into fold development by restoring in situ paleomagnetic vectors back to a known reference direction during
fold growth. Several studies in the last two decades have
successfully combined paleomagnetism and structural
geology to understand complex fold kinematics. Brown
[1983] used a secondary magnetization in Devonian Old
Red Sandstone to restore fold limbs of the Mill Haven
and Freshwater folds at two stages of their evolution.
Setiabudidaya et al. [1994] used similar Old Red Sandstone
secondary magnetizations from south Wales to restore
asymmetry and rotation in fold structures back to an
intermediate stage of deformation. Both studies provided a
more complete explanation of fold kinematics than could be
attained using field observations and geologic map relationships. Bates [1989] used multiple secondary magnetizations
to document thrust pinning, differential shortening and
rotation of parts of the Nogueras Zone in the southern
Pyrenees. Bonhommet et al. [1981] were able to restore
two interfering phases of folding in the Cantabrian Arc of
northern Spain, a first phase about a nearly horizontal eastwest axis, and a second phase about a nearly vertical axis.
More recently, Van der Voo et al. [1997], Weil et al. [2000,
2001] and Weil and Van der Voo [2002a] used multiple
synfolding (secondary) magnetizations in the fold and
nappe province of the Cantabrian Arc to successfully
unravel a complex folding history that, similar to the model
of Bonhommet et al. [1981], generated an early protracted
phase of folding that produced generally north-south folds
with steep axial surfaces, and a second folding phase that
produced rotations of original fold structures about steep
east-west trending fold axes.
[6] This study focuses on the kinematic evolution of
the Ponga Unit, which makes up the structural inner core of
the Western European Variscan Belt (WEVB) (Figure 1). The
WEVB is a continent-scale orocline that resulted from the
Variscan collision between Gondwana, Laurussia, and periGondwanan microplates during Devonian-Carboniferous
times (Figure 1) [e.g., Martı́nez-Catalán et al., 1997; Matte,
2001; Simancas et al., 2005]. In the core of the WEVB is the
Cantabrian Arc, which is a highly curved fold-thrust belt that
is concave toward the foreland [e.g., Pérez-Estaún et al.,
1994].
[7] The Ponga Unit lies in the hinge zone of the Cantabrian Arc, and has been the focus of several detailed
structural investigations [e.g., Julivert, 1960; AlvarezMarrón and Pérez-Estaún, 1988; Julivert and Arboleya,
1984; Alvarez-Marrón, 1995], and two previous paleomagnetic investigations [Hirt et al., 1992; Stewart, 1995a] that
have focused on the formation of the unit’s highly sinuous
map patterns. The structural features in the Ponga Unit are
dominated by two fold sets that produced complex crossfold interference patterns [Alvarez-Marrón and PérezEstaún, 1988; Julivert and Arboleya, 1984]. Most of the
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Figure 1. Schematic structural map of the Cantabrian Arc highlighting the surface traces of the major
D1 arc-parallel thrusts and faults. Box highlights the Ponga Unit shown in more detail in Figures 3 and 4.
Map is modified after Julivert and Marcos [1973]. Inset shows relative position of the Cantabrian Arc
(box) within the larger Western European Variscan Belt; the Bay of Biscay has been restored to its prerift
geometry.

map-scale folds found in the Ponga Unit were formed as
fault-bend folds [Suppe, 1983] of hanging wall, west
dipping panels that moved over frontal and lateral ramps
[Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún, 1988; Julivert and
Arboleya, 1984]. However, the cause of the present-day
irregular thrust pattern is still unresolved.
[8] Julivert and Arboleya [1984] argued that the Ponga
Unit was part of an original arc that formed due to rotation
of thrusts that had an essentially north-south trend in the
arc’s core. Subsequent to initial thrust emplacement, the
region was reactivated during a late stage Variscan northsouth shortening event, which modified initial folds by
superposition of a radial fold set [Julivert and Arboleya,
1984]. Alternatively, Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún
[1988] argued that the east-west trending structures in the
Ponga Unit are the product of early phase footwall thrust
geometry, mainly the presence of extensive lateral/oblique
thrust ramps. In this interpretation, the sinuous fold patterns
resulted from interference of fault-related folding over
original frontal and lateral footwall structures during initial
east-west shortening. This early formed geometry was then
modified during late stage north-south shortening in which
frontal structures became lateral structures and vice versa.
As Stewart [1995a] pointed out, the main kinematic difference between these two models is the magnitude of VARs
as a consequence of early phase fold modification (Figure 2).

In the modified arc model of Julivert and Arboleya [1984],
large magnitude VAR should have taken place due to
modification of initial longitudinal folds piggybacked on
west dipping thrust sheets by later radial folding (Figure 2a).
This contrasts with the model of Alvarez-Marrón and PérezEstaún [1988], which argues for only minor VAR during
corner folding at the intersection of frontal and lateral/
oblique ramps (Figure 2b) [Strauffer, 1988; Lisle et al.,
1990]. These models have important implications for the
overall development of the Cantabrian Arc and the larger
WEVB. If true oroclinal bending (strictly defined by Carey
[1955] as an originally linear origin that acquired curvature
during a second phase of tectonic deformation) has occurred
in the WEVB, then significant vertical axis rotation is
required in the hinge zone of the arc in order to accommodate clockwise rotation of the northern arc limb, and
counterclockwise rotation of the southern arc limb. Consequently, understanding the kinematics of structural development of the Ponga Unit, particular the formation of the
sinuous map patterns of thrust traces (Figures 3 and 4), is
crucial for testing models of arc formation for the entire
WEVB.
[9] To address the two proposed models of fold modification in the Ponga Unit, and importantly, to better understand the internal evolution of one of the rare orogen-scale
oroclines, a detailed paleomagnetic, rock magnetic and
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of the Julivert and Arboleya [1984] model, which argues for
secondary superposed folding of early phase thrust parallel folds. In this model, origin of observed
curvature is dominated by rotation about vertical axes. (b) Schematic representation of the AlvarezMarrón and Pérez-Estaún [1988] model that argues for corner folding due to early phase footwall thrust
geometry, mainly the presence of lateral and oblique ramps. In this model, origin of observed curvature is
dominated by rotations about horizontal axes. Figures modified after Stewart [1995a].

structural analysis was carried out in the Ponga Unit of
northern Spain.

2. Geologic Setting
[10] The arcuate nature of the Cantabrian Arc has been
the inspiration for numerous structural studies for over a
hundred years. The curved nature of the belt was first
documented by Suess [1909] and has subsequently been
the subject of numerous studies [e.g., Julivert, 1971; Matte
and Ribeiro, 1975; Ries and Shackleton, 1976; Julivert and
Arboleya, 1984, 1986; Pérez-Estaún et al., 1988]. The
curvature of the Cantabrian Arc has also inspired many
paleomagnetic investigations focused on unraveling the
complex history that formed the Cantabrian Arc’s unique
horseshoe shape [e.g., Ries et al., 1980; Bonhommet et al.,
1981; Perroud, 1986; Hirt et al., 1992; Parés et al., 1994;
Stewart, 1995a; Van der Voo et al., 1997; Weil et al., 2000,
2001]. Over the years multiple models have been proposed
for the formation of the Cantabrian Arc. Some explain the
belt’s curvature as an inherited Neoproterozoic embayment
[Lefort, 1979], others consider it a syncollisional feature
resulting from indentation of a ridged indentor [Matte and
Ribeiro, 1975], the result of a noncylindrical collision
[Martı́nez-Catalán, 1990], a corner effect [Brun and Burg,
1982], or possibly the effect of a progressive change in the
transport direction of thrusting in the inner core of the arc
[Pérez-Estaún et al., 1988]. Recently, structural and paleomagnetic data from the fold-and-nappe province of the
Cantabrian Arc (Figure 1) has established a protracted

two-phase orocline model for the Cantabrian Arc’s formation [Kollmeirer et al., 2000; Weil et al., 2000, 2001]. These
data suggest that initial thrusting and folding occurred due
to east-west shortening (in present-day coordinates) in the
Carboniferous [Pérez-Estaún et al., 1988, 1991, 1994, and
references therein], which produced a near linear northsouth trending fold-thrust belt [Weil et al., 2000, 2001]. This
was followed by a north-south shortening event near the
Carboniferous-Permian boundary, which resulted in oroclinal bending [Weil et al., 2001].
[11] Originally thought of as strictly a thin-skinned foldthrust belt [Pérez-Estaún et al., 1988, and references therein), recent work has shown that late stage oroclinal bending
of the WEVB likely resulted in thickening and eventual
detachment of the lithospheric root of the orogen [GutiérrezAlonso et al., 2004; G. Gutiérrez-Alonso et al., manuscript in
preparation, 2006]. This new hypothesis, which has not yet
been fully tested, is consistent with the chronology of
tectonic, metamorphic, magmatic, and hydrothermal events
recorded in the WEVB [Pin and Duthou, 1990; FernándezSuárez et al., 2000; Martı́n-Izard et al., 2000; Boni et al.,
2000; Weil et al., 2001; Gasparrini et al., 2003].
[12] The Ponga Unit thrust package contains multiple
thrusts (Figure 3) composed of massive sequences of Cambrian, Ordovician and Carboniferous aged orthoquartzite
and carbonates that reach up to 4 km in thickness
[Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún, 1988]. The stratigraphic
thickness, its ages and facies vary throughout the Ponga
Zone [Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún, 1988], all of
which likely affected the spatial distribution of frontal and
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Figure 3. Schematic geologic map of the Ponga Unit highlighting the 11 major thrust units
distinguished by Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún [1988]. Map modified after Alvarez-Marrón and
Pérez-Estaún [1988].

lateral thrusts during D1 deformation. Moreover, the Paleozoic stratigraphic sequence generally decreases in overall
thickness from the outer fold-and-nappe province of the
Cantabrian Arc toward the core of the arc in the Ponga Unit
[Marcos and Pulgar, 1982]. The pretectonic sedimentary
rocks are unconformably overlain by Late Carboniferous
turbidites [Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún, 1988]. The
main thrust detachment in the Ponga Unit is the Cambrian
Lancara Formation [Julivert, 1971]. Directly to the west of
the Ponga Unit is the Central Coal Basin (Figure 1), which
is characterized by a Carboniferous paralic sedimentary
sequence [Aller and Gallastegui, 1995]. The Central Coal
Basin is dominated by a sequence of superposed folds that
affected an initial train of north-south trending fault propagation folds [Aller and Gallastegui, 1995]. This deformation
style is in marked contrast to the fault bend folding that
dominates the Ponga Unit [Alvarez-Marrón, 1995]. To the

east-northeast of the Ponga Unit is the Picos de Europa Unit
(Figure 1), which is dominated by thick Carboniferous
limestone sequences that are cut by numerous imbricate
thrusts with a listric geometry at depth [Pérez-Estaún et
al., 1988]. It is noteworthy that the Picos de Europe Unit has
very few exposed folds and a near absence of secondary
superposed structures related to late Variscan folding [PérezEstaún et al., 1988].

3. Methods
[13] Approximately 700 paleomagnetic core samples
were collected in the summers of 2002 and 2003 at 67 sites
in the Carboniferous Barcaliente Formation (Table 1 and
Figure 4). Seventeen sites from Stewart [1995a] and two
sites from Hirt et al. [1992] from the Barcaliente Formation
were added to this study to increase the site density for
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kinematic analysis (Figure 4 and Table 2). The Barcaliente
Formation is a platform carbonate that has relatively uniform facies throughout the Ponga Unit [Wagner et al.,
1971]. Because of previously reported successful isolation
of characteristic remanent magnetizations (ChRMs), sampling was focused on the lowermost member of the Barcaliente Formation, near the contact with the Alba Formation
[Hirt et al., 1992; Stewart, 1995a]. Site locations were
distributed throughout the Ponga Unit and severely weathered outcrops and highly faulted areas were avoided where
possible. Oriented samples were collected in the field using
a portable gas-powered drill and a magnetic compass.
Characterization of bedding and shear sense indicators were
measured in the field using a magnetic compass.
[14] On average, 8 to 12 standard 2.54 cm diameter
paleomagnetic specimens from each site were progressively
demagnetized in an Analytical Service Co. (ASC) thermal
demagnetizer and measured in a three-axis cryogenic 2G
magnetometer in the field-free room at the University of
Michigan’s paleomagnetism laboratory. A pilot set of samples from all sites was demagnetized at 50C increments up
to 300C, 20C increments up to 420C, 10C increments
up to 500C, and 5C increments until fully unblocked.
Subsequent samples were demagnetized at optimal intervals
depending on pilot sample behavior. No sample was ever
demagnetized with less than 10 thermal steps. On the basis
of previous responses to alternating field demagnetization,
samples were only treated thermally. Remanence directions
were calculated from principal component analysis
[Kirschvink, 1980] of linear demagnetization trajectories
picked from paleomagnetic orthogonal projection plots
[Zijderveld, 1967] using the SuperIAPD software package
[Torsvik et al., 1999]. Site means were calculated by
averaging the sample set directions using the method of
Fisher [1953].
[15] Rock magnetic experiments were performed on
many of the Barcaliente samples to better understand the
magnetic mineral carriers of the pervasive Variscan remagnetization that has affected much of Variscan Iberia as well
as many Paleozoic carbonates around the world [e.g.,
McCabe and Elmore, 1989; Jackson et al., 1992; Jackson,
1990; McCabe and Channell, 1994; Weil and Van der
Voo, 2002b]. Collectively, these rock magnetic data allow
for a better understanding of the cause(s) and origin of
remagnetizations that have affected Cantabrian Arc carbonates. A more extensive evaluation of these data is in
preparation. Acquisition of isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) was measured in 30 samples in the paleomagnetic lab at Bryn Mawr College. IRMs were imparted
with a Magnetic Measurements MMPM10 pulse magnetizer
in fields up to 3.0 T. Thermal demagnetization of three-axis
IRM [Lowrie, 1990] was performed on 15 representative
samples based on their IRM acquisition curves to further
investigate the distribution of magnetic phases. The peak
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fields applied along three mutually perpendicular axes were,
sequentially, 2.0, 0.6, and 0.15 T. Temperature-dependent
susceptibility cycles were measured on 30 samples up to
700C in argon gas using the Agico KLY3 Kappabridge
susceptometer and CS-3 furnace apparatus in the paleomagnetic lab at Bryn Mawr College. Low-temperature magnetic
behavior of bulk rock samples was measured on 25 samples
using a Quantum Design MPMS2 cryogenic magnetometer at
the Institute of Rock Magnetism at the University of
Minnesota. All samples were given an IRM at room
temperature, allowed to cool in a zero field (ZF) to 20 K,
given an SIRM of 2.0 T, and then warmed back up to room
temperature in a zero field. Finally, hysteresis properties were
measured with a Princeton Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(Micro-VSM) at the Institute for Rock Magnetism. Given the
low concentration of magnetic minerals in Cantabrian Arc
limestones, magnetic extraction was completed to concentrate magnetic material for rock magnetic measurements. For
details of the extraction procedure, see Weil and Van der Voo
[2002b]. Hysteresis properties were measured on magnetic
extract and ‘‘nonmagnetic’’ residue from 22 Pong Unit sites.
Whole rock hysteresis measurements were made on at
least one core/chip sample from all 67 sites for a total of
100 measurements.

4. Results
4.1. Rock Magnetism
[16] The general behavior of IRM acquisition curves can
be separated into two types (Figures 5a and 5b). The first
group involves samples dominated by a single low-coercivity mineral phase that is always saturated by <200 mT
(Figure 5a). The second group consists of samples with at
least two magnetic phases: a low-coercivity phase that
saturates at <200 mT and one or more higher-coercivity
phases that could not be saturated with available fields
(Figure 5b).
[17] Similar to IRM acquisition data, three-axis IRM data
can be separated into two groups (Figures 5c and 5d). The
first group consists of a single magnetic phase that during
thermal demagnetization shows steady magnetic unblocking
up to a temperature between 450 and 550C (Figure 5c).
The continuous decay over a broad spectrum of unblocking
temperatures suggests a range of magnetic mineral sizes for
the low-coercivity mineral magnetite. The anomalously low
unblocking temperature, compared to the Curie point of
pure magnetite (585C) is a phenomenon observed in
many remagnetized carbonates [e.g., Jackson, 1990;
Jackson et al., 1992; McCabe and Channell, 1994; Weil
and Van der Voo, 2002b] and its origin is beyond the scope
of this study. All but a few samples used for paleomagnetic
analysis (greater than 99% of total collection) had unblocking temperatures in the 450 to 550C range. The second

Figure 4. Detailed geologic map of the Ponga Unit. Stars indicate paleomagnetic site locations from this study, triangles
indicate paleomagnetic sites from Stewart [1995a] and Hirt et al. [1992], and arrows represent the direction of in situ
paleomagnetic site mean declinations. Major thrust sheets are labeled for convenience.
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Table 1. Paleomagnetic and Structural Site Information and Statistical Parameters for Ponga Unita
Site
FB01
FB02
FB03
FB04b
FB05
FB06
FB07
FB08
FB09d
FB10
FB11
FB12b
FB13
FB14
FB15b
FB16
FB17
FB18b
FB19
FB20
FB21
FB22
FB23e
FB24b
FB25
FB26
FB27
FB28b
FB29b
FB30
FB31
FB32
FB33
FB34b
FB35
FB36
FB37
FB38
FB39
FB40b
FB41
FB42
FB43
FB44
FB45c
FB46
FB47e
FB48c
FB49
FB50
FB51
FB52
FB53
FB54
FB55
FB56
FB57
FB58
FB59
FB60
FB61
FB62e
FB63
FB64
FB65
FB66
FB67

n/N
6/8
7/8
6/6
9/9
11/11
8/9
8/8
8/8
10/10
6/6
9/10
7/8
7/8
7/11
6/6
7/7
10/11
6/12
6/8
6/6
9/9
4/6
0/10
9/13
6/9
9/11
10/11
8/8
7/10
6/6
9/9
7/8
8/8
9/9
8/9
6/11
7/8
6/6
8/8
7/7
7/7
8/8
5/9
8/8
7/9
8/8
0/8
7/9
7/10
8
8/8
7/9
9/10
8/8
9/10
8/8
5/5
5/10
7/7
6/7
8/10
0/11
9/9
7/10
7/10
7/10
7/10

Site Longitude
0

518.882
518.5830
516.9820
516.9060
520.3650
520.5830
522.2740
526.5490
527.8660
527.6810
527.9370
528.4340
517.1960
517.4210
514.9770
521.6250
524.8610
524.8800
524.0090
527.27520
525.5940
525.3830
527.2340
528.8990
516.6270
519.2430
518.9590
525.9710
528.2290
528.9840
528.2280
529.0530
530.3250
529.5410
515.8790
515.1550
516.5110
518.7910
518.5370
517.9490
517.9750
517.9020
519.9270
520.0530
512.9680
513.3790
532.4760
529.9090
528.1080
523.0540
519.5460
515.2100
519.2330
521.9580
521.9100
513.8540
515.0010
514.5320
511.3120
511.1720
511.3540
512.4210
505.6310
505.4160
506.8790
509.9630
510.2250

Site Latitude
0

4312.054
4311.6410
4311.1170
4311.0850
4313.4020
4313.6100
4314.8470
4313.4760
4314.3470
4314.5280
4313.6450
4311.2650
4320.5110
4320.1890
4320.9320
4318.9370
4317.1980
4317.6660
4316.7280
4311.2770
4312.3480
4312.2770
4302.5410
4302.4030
4303.5660
4302.4340
4302.8040
4304.9600
4305.2930
4307.0190
4306.4880
4312.9770
4316.5670
4315.1190
4309.4260
4309.2450
4308.9520
4310.0250
4307.2170
4307.7710
4308.0540
4308.8050
4310.4370
4309.2340
4306.0650
4306.9350
4311.4640
4320.0090
4320.3630
4321.7140
4320.3890
4320.0410
4315.0050
4316.5950
4317.7050
4320.5210
4317.7250
4317.6120
4314.9120
4313.8450
4312.7420
4307.1140
4311.2150
4314.0230
4315.4510
4316.5210
4320.2230

Thrust Sheet

Strike

Dip

D

I

a95

K

Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Rioseco
Rioseco
Rioseco
Rioseco
Rioseco
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Rioseco
Rioseco
Rioseco
Laviana
Laviana
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Rioseco
Laviana
Laviana
Laviana
Laviana
Laviana
Laviana
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Tarna-Sajambre Unit
Beyos Duplex
Beyos Duplex
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Campo de Caso
Tarna-Sajambre Unit
Tarna-Sajambre Unit
Laviana
Laviana
Laviana
Laviana
Campo de Caso
Espinaredo
Espinaredo
Espinaredo
Espinaredo
Espinaredo
Beleno
Beleno
Beyos Duplex
Beleno
Beleno
Beleno
Beleno
Beleno
Beleno
Beleno
Beleno

163
153
330
345
157
138
149
161
22
358
20
272
260
75
203
209
205
180
138
267
183
179
276
172
270
171
164
299
277
89
109
192
127
327
93
236
115
317
117
227
162
137
82
82
201
107
46
357
233
260
222
253
127
164
37
55
324
187
107
142
93
307
324
97
130
130
258

80
60
84
96
88
76
89
40
81
45
61
95
72
64
105
60
69
105
70
82
42
42
87
116
50
28
54
130
123
54
75
60
54
90
87
20
81
55
52
108
80
44
75
54
57
75
86
66
82
78
34
89
76
54
52
76
80
69
61
45
60
56
63
52
85
29
71

140.9
138.1
165.3
154.5
131.0
121.2
136.9
133.4
215.4
111.7
131.7
162.3
175.0
212.7
182.0
179.0
153.9
101.9
124.5
197.4
137.6
149.7

5.9
10.4
16.1
6.8
11.2
15.9
16.2
15.1
79.9
54.6
73.2
66.5
26.6
15.6
9.9
30.0
25.6
57.7
17.5
72.2
25.2
11.3

4.4
9.0
5.6
6.3
9.2
4.0
7.8
5.8
4.9
4.9
6.4
5.1
4.7
7.9
6.7
7.4
11.8
20.0
6.0
3.3
17.6
10.8

230.6
46.0
142.4
67.6
25.4
191.9
51.6
92.5
96.5
188.7
64.8
141.3
166.7
59.7
101.6
67.4
17.6
12.1
126.5
404.8
9.5
73.8

181.7
261.2
151.1
162.4
174.9
174.2
77.5
139.8
160.5
126.7
132.5
237.6
218.0
144.3
160.8
158.4
171.0
168.8
123.6
137.5
180.0
151.3
150.5

38.2
72.7
30.6
30.0
69.4
54.3
65.6
32.7
14.8
7.3
17.1
39.2
24.1
29.5
34.8
31.3
33.3
30.1
49.7
44.5
33.1
34.4
6.7

8.0
14.1
10.5
11.2
11.3
13.9
9.6
9.1
4.3
6.7
4.0
16.2
10.0
6.4
7.0
7.2
5.9
4.6
5.0
24.8
7.7
12.2
7.4

49.5
23.6
24.8
19.6
25.1
19.8
49.7
33.1
195.0
69.7
166.4
12.6
45.4
88.9
91.5
59.6
104.0
175.5
125.8
10.5
52.9

168.4
181.8
202.6
202.6
208.5
140.9
120.8
205.1
210.8
154.7
151.4
106.9
139.7
141.3

65.2
44.9
53.7
19.2
42.9
26.3
32.5
37.7
36.4
27.3
22.9
1.7
12.7
8.5

16.2
7.5
10.4
5.1
8.5
9.2
6.3
8.1
5.1
5.8
6.0
4.0
9.6
6.9

66.5
29.1
117.9
51.6
32.1
79.1
41.4
119.1
173.1
163.2
223.3
49.7
65.0

185.5
158.5
143.5
135.2
178.9

67.0
32.8
15.3
4.1
22.2

13.9
8.3
6.9
11.9
14.0

14.6
53.9
77.6
26.5
19.6
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Table 2. Paleomagnetic Site Information for Ponga Unit From Stewart [1995a] and Hirt et al. [1992]a
In Situ Site Mean
Site

Number of Samples

Strike

Dip Direction

Dip

D

I

a95

K

1/90b,c
2/90b,c
3/90b,c
4/90c
5/90c
8/90c
1/91c
2/91c
5/91c
6/91c
12/91c
13/91c
15/91c
16/91c
21/91b,c
22/91b,c
23/91b,c
AC27d
AC28d

9
17
12
7
25
11
12
13
8
7
22
11
23
26
8
20
13
24
10

232
243
261
119
145
126
53
18
120
250
336
244
128
137
170
191
123
265
160

142
153
171
209
235
216
143
108
210
340
426
334
218
227
80
101
33
355
250

112
120
98
80
65
51
84
22
65
82
46
82
59
59
99
108
114
81
39

210
202
203
139
123
126
162
194
135
183
122
166
120
139
160
160
122
180
120

32.0
20.0
42
20
3
18
3
22
29
44
18
23
12
26
16
39
13
47
20

5.8
3.7
7.3
7.0
4.3
12.0
3.0
23.0
2.5
3.1
5.3
4.4
7.7
3.6
5.8
5.9
9.1
3.3
7.8

66.0
86.0
32
58.0
44.0
54.0
186.0
279.0
405.0
300.0
33.0
94.0
16.0
61.0
73.0
29.0
19.0
NA
NA

a

Number of samples used in site mean analysis; D and I are declination and inclination, respectively, in degrees; k and a95 are the statistical parameters
associated with the site mean [Fisher, 1953]. NA designates data not provided in cited publication.
b
Designates overturned bedding.
c
Designates a site from Stewart [1995a].
d
Designates a site from Hirt et al. [1992].

group is represented by samples that had IRM acquisition
curves that indicate a mixture of both low- and highcoercivity magnetic phases (Figure 5d). All of the
samples in this group show evidence of hematite as
expressed in the shouldered unblocking spectrum near
680C. Several of these samples also show evidence of
goethite (Figure 5d), with unblocking temperatures of the
high intensity component near 120C, and phyrrotite,
with unblocking temperatures of the high intensity component between 300 and 350C. Although it is clear
that at least three different high-coercivity minerals are
present in the Ponga Unit, very few samples show a
significant contribution of these magnetic phases to the
ChRM in these rocks.
[18] High temperature susceptibility measurements indicate that magnetite is the dominant magnetic mineral
phase. Ninety percent of all high-temperature susceptibility measurements show a strong increase in susceptibility during warming at about 400C, followed by a
broad peak and then a dramatic decrease in susceptibility
at about 580C (Figure 6a). With the exception of a
single sample, all cooling curves show higher susceptibility values after the samples have been heated to

700C. This suggests the growth of new magnetic
minerals during heating. Both the increase in susceptibility during heating and the subsequent increase in
susceptibility during cooling are likely the result of
transforming paramagnetic Fe sulfides (e.g., pyrite) and
Fe-rich phylosilicates into ferrimagnetic phases (presumably magnetite or maghemite) [Geiss and Banerjee,
1997]. Several examples show the presence of hematite
with a decrease in susceptibility at 680C (Figure 6b),
consistent with measurements of the thermal demagnetization of three-axis IRM.
[ 19 ] During low-temperature demagnetization runs,
greater than 50% of the samples show a Verwey transition
at about 120C (Figures 6c and 6d), suggesting that stoichiometric magnetite is present [King and Williams, 2000;
Ozdemir and Dunlop, 1993]. The suppressed nature of the
Verwey transition in many of the samples (Figure 6c) is
possibly related to the presence of a significant superparamagnetic (SP) grain size fraction, which, due to the
progressive unblocking of magnetization at these low temperatures, reduces the observed crystal structure transition
from cubic to monoclinic [King and Williams, 2000]. All
samples show a dramatic drop in total magnetic moment

Notes to Table 1.
a
The n/N gives the ratio of samples used in the analysis to samples demagnetized; thrust sheet indicates location of sampling site; D and I are hightemperature declination and inclination, respectively, in C k and a95 are the statistical parameters associated with the site mean [Fisher, 1953].
b
Designates overturned bedding.
c
Designates a site that required great circle analysis.
d
Designates a site that was not used in structural analysis (explained in text).
e
Designates a site with unstable ChRM.
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Figure 5. (a and b) Plots showing acquisition of IRM for selected Ponga rocks. Figure 5a shows typical
IRM acquisition curves for assemblages dominated by low-coercivity magnetite. Figure 5b shows typical
IRM acquisition curves for samples that contain a mixture of low- and high-coercivity magnetic phases.
(c and d) Plots showing the response to thermal demagnetization of three-component IRM, acquired in
fields of 2.0 T (‘‘hard’’ component, triangles), 0.6T (‘‘medium’’ component, circles), and 0.15 T (‘‘soft’’
component, squares), following the approach of Lowrie [1990]. Figure 5c is dominated by magnetite with
unblocking temperatures between 450 and 550C, and Figure 5d indicates a mixture of goethite,
phyrrotite, magnetite, and hematite.

below 50 K during warming. This behavior is similar to
other remagnetized carbonates in which the presence of
abundant SP grains was demonstrated [Sun and Jackson,
1994; Xu et al., 1998; Katz et al., 1998; Weil and Van der
Voo, 2002b].
[20] Representative hysteresis loops from magnetic extract, whole rock and ‘‘nonmagnetic’’ residue are shown
in Figure 7. Whole rock and residue hysteresis loops
often indicated both diamagnetic and paramagnetic influences at high field strengths (Figures 7c and 7d). Consequently, all affected measurements were slope corrected
for any nonferromagnetic and/or ferrimagnetic mineral
phases. Multiple samples could not be saturated during
hysteresis measurement indicating the presence of higher
coercivity mineral phases (Figure 7c). These samples are
not included in any further analysis. Mr/Ms ratios from

the saturated samples range between 0.064 and 0.304 for
whole rock chips/cores, 0.051 and 0.401 for residue, and
0.032 and 0.329 for extract. Measured Hcr/Hc ratios
ranged between 1.85 and 35.8 for whole rock chips,
1.18 and 17.6 for residue, and 1.65 and 5.34 for extract.
Extract, residue and whole rock values for Mr/Ms and
Hcr/Hc lie mainly in the pseudosingle-domain (PSD) field
of a Day diagram (Figure 7e, extract and residue; Figure 7f,
whole rock) [Day et al., 1977]. The high Hcr/Hc ratios for
many of the whole rock samples (Figure 7f) are likely due to
a large SP and near SP grain size population in Barcaliente
carbonates, which have the ability to change magnetization
directions in low magnetic fields [Suk and Halgedahl,
1996]. Similar to other studies of remagnetized carbonates
[Jackson, 1990; McCabe and Channell, 1994; Channell and
McCabe, 1994; Weil and Van der Voo, 2002b], whole rock
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Figure 6. (a and b) Normalized susceptibility plots of representative whole rock powder samples from
the Ponga Unit. Arrows show the direction of the warming and cooling curves. All measurements were
done in the presence of argon gas. Solid squares represent cooling curve, open squares represent warming
curve. (c and d) Representative low-temperature measurements of samples given an IRM at room
temperature, allowed to cool in a zero field to 20 K, given an SIRM, and then warmed to room
temperature in a zero field. Solid circles represent cooling curve, open circles represent warming curve.
Figure 6c is an example of typical behavior for most Ponga samples showing rapid decay during warm up
indicative of SP contribution to imparted IRM. Solid squares are the derivative of the warming curve
showing the presence of a subdued Verwey transition at about 120 K. Figure 6d is an example of sample
showing the Verwey transition at 120 K during cool down and warm up.

hysteresis loops for Cantabrian Arc carbonates are strongly
wasp-waisted (Figures 7c and 7d). None of the hysteresis
data for magnetic extracts, however, show any evidence of
constricted hysteresis loops (Figure 7a).
4.2. Paleomagnetism
[21] Barcaliente Formation carbonates have natural remanent magnetization (NRM) intensities between 0.025 and
6.56 mA/m (Figure 8). There is no discernable correlation
between high or low magnetization intensities and their
geographic location within and between individual structural domains. Two geologically stable magnetization components were isolated (Figure 8). A low-temperature
component was identified and removed by 200C. This
component is generally very close to the present-day field
direction in Spain (D = 354, I = 59), and is interpreted as a
recent viscous overprint. The remaining, high laboratory
unblocking temperature component has a well-defined de-

magnetization behavior and is considered the stable ChRM.
Similar to many other remagnetized Paleozoic carbonates
[e.g., Jackson, 1990; Jackson et al., 1992; McCabe and
Channell, 1994; Weil and Van der Voo, 2002b], the Barcaliente limestone has an anomalous low laboratory unblocking temperature that ranges from 450C to 550C. Several
sites (noted in Table 1) show demagnetization data with a
curved trajectory toward the origin of an orthogonal projection, indicating overlapping magnetic components. For
these sites the converging great circle approach of Hoffman
and Day [1978] was used. A high laboratory temperature
component similar to the H component found by Stewart
[1995a] in the Ponga Unit was not identified in the samples
inspected in this study. This is most likely due to the
restricted presence of the H component to those samples
that had a significant contribution by hematite to the total
remanence, specifically samples collected in the Alba Formation, which was not the focus of this investigation. Four
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Figure 7. Typical examples of slope corrected hysteresis loops from (a) extract, (b) ‘‘nonmagnetic’’
residue, (c) whole rock core showing wasp waisting, and (d) a rock chip showing wasp waisting and an
unsaturated loop. Figures 7c and 7d also show uncorrected hysteresis loops, which indicate a strong
diamagnetic influence at high field strengths. (e) Hysteresis ratios plotted according to Day et al. [1977]
for magnetic extract (solid symbols) and residue samples (open symbols) from the Ponga Unit.
(f) Hysteresis ratios plotted according to Day et al. [1977] for whole rock samples (grey symbols) from
the Ponga Unit.

of the 67 sites sampled did not provide interpretable results
(see Table 1), and were not used for further paleomagnetic
and kinematic analysis.
[22] The ancient ChRM identified in Barcaliente Formation strata is very similar in direction to the postfolding B
magnetization found in the outer fold-and-nappe province
of the Cantabrian Arc by Van der Voo et al. [1997] and Weil
et al. [2000, 2001]. Specifically, the B component is a
secondary magnetization that postdates D1 folding, the
deformation event responsible for the major arc parallel

fault and fold structures (Figure 1) [Julivert, 1971], but
precedes significant VAR responsible for arc tightening.
Following previous work in the fold-and-nappe province
[Van der Voo et al., 1997; Weil et al., 2000, 2001], the
ChRM identified in the Ponga Unit is referred to herein as
the B magnetization.
[23] Age assessment of the B magnetizations is described
in detail by Van der Voo et al. [1997] and Weil et al. [2000,
2001] and is estimated to be latest Stephanian to Early
Permian. Briefly, the age is bracketed by inspection of the
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Figure 8. Representative examples of progressive thermal demagnetization behavior of in situ Ponga
Unit samples using orthogonal demagnetization diagrams [Zijderveld, 1967]. In each diagram, the
endpoint of the magnetization vector is projected onto the horizontal plane (solid circles) and the vertical
plane (open circles) using, in all cases, the N-S axis as the common projection axis. Demagnetization
steps are indicated along data points on the horizontal projection in degrees Celsius. Tic marks on both
axes are 1.0 mA/m.

corrected inclination for the B component with the database
of late Paleozoic magnetizations for the stable interior of the
Iberian block [Malod and Mauffret, 1990; Van der Voo,
1990, 1993; Parés et al., 1994] and by the timing of D1
deformation inferred from syntectonic sediments [Julivert,
1971; Marcos and Pulgar, 1982; Pérez-Estaún et al., 1990;
Martinez-Garcia, 1991]. Detrital, syntectonic deposits of
Stephanian age form isolated wedges made up of carbonate

conglomerates, coal measures, and thin red bed sequences
that unconformably overlie older strata [Julivert, 1971;
Marcos and Pulgar, 1982; Pérez-Estaún et al., 1990;
Martinez-Garcia, 1991]. Deformation of these rocks constrains the relative ages of initial D1 deformation, which
ranges in age from lower Westphalian for the westernmost
thrusts [e.g., Fernandez, 1990, 1993], to early Stephanian
for the easternmost thrusts [Pérez-Estaún et al., 1988].
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Figure 9. Equal-area projections of paleomagnetic site
mean data from the Ponga Unit localities studied. All site
means are plotted in in situ coordinates. Solid (open)
symbols refer to lower (upper) hemisphere projections.

Within the Ponga Unit, initial longitudinal thrusting and
folding likely began in the Upper Westphalian and continued into the Stephanian based on the palinspastic restoration
of syntectonic deposits [Marcos and Pulgar, 1982; AlvarezMarrón and Pérez-Estaún, 1988; Alvarez-Marrón, 1995].
4.2.1. Tectonic Corrections
[24] Similar to previous studies from the Cantabrian Arc
[Stewart, 1995a; Van der Voo et al., 1997; Weil et al., 2000,
2001], most in situ paleomagnetic site mean directions lie
near the southeastern quadrant (Figure 9) and have both
positive and negative inclinations. The distribution of in situ
directions in both declination and inclination away from the
reference B direction indicates that significant rotation and
tilt has occurred subsequent to magnetization acquisition.
However, in order to use in situ paleomagnetic site means in
any kinematic analysis of fold development, it is imperative
that the age of magnetization relative to deformation be
determined using local fold tests.
[25] Although thrust faults dominate the structural setting
of the Ponga Unit, there are several fault-related folds of D1
age within individual thrust sheets. Where possible, limited
by exposure and accessibility, these structures were sampled
to assess the relative age of magnetization acquisition. Folds
with wavelengths on the order of kilometers were accessible
for sampling. Smaller, meter to tens-of-meter-scale folds
were not observed in the field. A total of six fold tests were
performed. Where possible the parametric bootstrap fold
test was used when enough data was available from both
limbs of the folds [Tauxe and Watson, 1994; Tauxe, 1998].
For those folds where sites were limited, the classic fold test
of McElhinny [1964] was used, as it is impossible to use the
parametric bootstrap technique with a small number of sites.
In all cases, fold tests were performed on both plunge
corrected and in situ paleomagnetic site mean data, and
in all cases the fold tests gave similar results, usually with
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a slight increase in statistical significance after plunge
correction.
4.2.2. Campo de Caso Fold
[26] The Campo de Caso fold is an approximately 40 km
long hanging wall anticline that traces the outline of the
major D1 Campo de Caso thrust in the central Ponga Unit
(Figures 3 and 4) [Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún, 1988;
Alvarez-Marrón, 1995; Stewart, 1995a]. The fold in its
present form shows over 90 of strike variation from north
to south (Figure 4). With the exception of the northern and
southernmost fold terminations, only the western back limb
of the fold is preserved. Data from sites FB13, FB14, FB15,
FB16, and FB51 in this study, and sites 2/91 and 13/91 from
Stewart [1995a] were used to perform a fold test on the
northern fold terminus (Figure 4). The parametric bootstrap
fold test yielded a postfolding result with a 95% confidence
between 10 and 16% unfolding (Figure 10a). However,
because of the linear nature of this section of the fold, this
result says nothing about the age of magnetization relative
to the overall map view bend of the fold.
[27] A fold test involving sites from the southern terminus of the Campo de Caso fold, sites FB01, FB02, FB03,
and FB04 from this study and site 16/91 from Stewart
[1995a], proved to be inconclusive because the fold axis is
parallel to the reference direction and in situ paleomagnetic
site means (Figure 4). Consequently, any significant bedding tilt about the present fold axis yielded insignificant
changes in the magnetization directions with respect to
unfolding. However, the two southernmost sites, FB35
and FB36, come from a locally rotated part of the larger
Campo de Caso structure (Figure 4), and consequently, a
significant test could be performed. The McElhinny [1964]
test was used for the plunge corrected and in situ directions,
which both yielded a near postfolding result, with a maximum clustering at 20% unfolding (Figure 10c).
[28] A syncline on the west side of the late stage
Ventaniella dextral strike-slip fault near the southern terminus of the Campo de Caso structure was sampled (Figure 4).
This structure, which parallels other D1 folds in the Campo
de Caso thrust hanging wall, is north of the Rio Monasterio
tectonic window [Julivert, 1960; Alvarez-Marrón and
Pérez-Estaún, 1988]. Sites FB37, FB38, FB42, and FB43
from this study, and sites 5/91 and 6/91 from Stewart
[1995a] were used to evaluate the syncline (Figure 4).
The parametric bootstrap fold test implies a postfolding
magnetization with a 95% confidence between 29 and
22% unfolding (Figure 10b).
4.2.3. Beleño Thrust
[29] Two folds in the Beleño thrust complex are suitable
for a fold test. Sites FB57 and FB58 are located on
opposite limbs of a north-northwest plunging syncline
(Figure 4). Because of the limited site distribution around
the fold, a McElhinny [1964] test was used that yielded a
postfolding result with a maximum kappa at 0% unfolding
(Figure 11a). A similar result was determined for sites
FB64 and FB65 from this study, and site 21/91 from
Stewart [1995a], which are located around an east-northeast trending syncline in the easternmost section of the
Beleño thrust complex (Figure 11b).
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Figure 10. (a and b) incremental parametric bootstrap fold test from the Campo de Caso fold. The t1
parameter represents the largest eigenvalue of the orientation matrices from representative paradata sets.
Histogram represents 500 maxima of t1 with their respective fraction of maximum given by the righthand side ordinate axis. Calculated 95% confidence interval is between 10 and 16% unfolding for
Figure 10a and between 29 and 22% unfolding for Figure 10b. (c) Incremental fold test for the southern
Campo de Caso fold, plotting the kappa parameter (open circles) and CR (triangles) versus percent
unfolding [McElhinny, 1964]. The CR parameter is the critical ratio above which the kappa value is
significant at the 95% confidence interval. Maximum kappa is reached at 0% unfolding.

[30] All of the above fold tests from the Campo de Caso
and Beleño thrusts were performed on D1 structures and all
yielded a postfolding magnetization acquisition result.
However, it is obvious from the distribution of in situ site

mean directions from these structures (Figure 9) that considerable rotation and tilt has occurred subsequent to magnetization acquisition, so clearly the magnetizations are not
entirely posttectonic. Fold tests were not performed on sites
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Figure 11. (a and b) incremental fold test for two Beleño
thrust related folds, plotting the kappa parameter (open
circles) and CR (triangles) versus percent unfolding
[McElhinny, 1964]. Maximum kappa is reached at 0%
unfolding in both cases. The CR parameter is the critical
ratio above which the kappa value is significant at the 95%
confidence interval.
from secondary corner folds (e.g., central Campo de Caso
fold and Rioseco fold) because the geometry of primary D1
folds at the time of magnetization acquisition is unknown,
and therefore the orientation of the proper unfolding axis is
uncertain. Best fit unfolding, or deformation, axes can be
calculated to restore magnetization vectors, and their accompanying bedding, back to their post-D1 orientation (a
process that is described later in section 5). However, using
such unfolding axes for a fold test would be invalid because
the deformation axes are, by definition, chosen to bring all
magnetizations into parallelism and thus would always
produce a predetermined result.
4.2.4. Rotation Tests
[31] To test the relative timing of magnetization acquisition with respect to the formation of sinuous thrust traces in
map view (i.e., secondary interference folds), the orocline
test of Schwartz and Van der Voo [1983] was used. The
orocline test quantifies the relationship between deviations
in magnetic declinations around a bend, with the deviation
in the regional fold axis orientation around that same bend.
A one-to-one correlation (slope of one) would indicate that
the magnetizations distributed around a structure have
experienced a rotation equivalent to the observed deflection
in structural grain, thus supporting a positive orocline result.
Alternatively, if there is no correlation between orientation
of structural grain and magnetization declination, then there
has either been no significant rotation of the sampled
structure, which would indicate a primary arc result (slope
of zero), or the magnetization is secondary and acquired
after rotation took place. Finally, if correlation between
paleomagnetic declination and structural trend is less than
one-to-one, but not zero, then the structural feature has
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experienced some secondary rotation and is considered a
progressive arc, or bend. All nomenclature used above is
based on the kinematic classification scheme of curved
orogens proposed by Weil and Sussman [2004].
[32] Two major structural features were evaluated for
VAR that occurred subsequent to magnetization acquisition:
(1) the Campo de Caso hanging wall anticline and (2) the
large sinuous hanging wall features of the Laviana and
Rioseco thrust sheets.
[33] Linear regression of the 32 sites sampled (26 from
this study and six from Stewart [1995a]) result in a best fit
line with a slope of 0.8 and an R2 value of 0.8 (Figure 12a).
This result, in combination with the postfolding fold tests
described above, are interpreted to indicate that the magnetizations from the Campo de Caso fold were acquired after
initial D1 folding, but prior to the VAR that resulted in the
greater than 90 bend observed today (Figure 4). To further
test the significance of this result, the angular values
required to restore the in situ magnetization vector back to
the reference B magnetization direction (restoration method
described in more detail in the discussion) were plotted
versus deviations in local fold axis trend (Figure 12b). This
calculated ‘‘deformation angle’’ is a cumulative vector that
includes a combination of rotations that have occurred about
horizontal, vertical and inclined axes. The absolute value of
this angle should at least match that of the change in strike if
the bend is secondary in nature. Linear regression of the 32
calculated rotation values results in a best fit slope of 1.0
with an R2 value of 0.9 (Figure 12b), confirming the
orocline result of the previous test (Figure 12a).
[34] A total of seven sites were sampled along the
hanging wall of the Laviana thrust sheet, which in places
has a strike change of over 150, and 10 sites were sampled
in the hanging wall of the more eastern Rioseco thrust
sheet (eight from this study and two from Hirt et al. [1992]),
which in places has a strike change of nearly 180 (Figure 4).
The best fit line through all 17 sites from the two westernmost thrust sheets in the Ponga Unit has a slope of 0.4 and
an R2 value of 0.5 (Figure 12c). Unlike the Campo de Caso
thrust, the sinuosity of the Laviana and Rioseco thrusts is
only slightly secondary in nature and at least 60 percent of
the observed curvature was a product of D1 deformation
prior to secondary magnetization acquisition.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
5.1. Deformation-Induced Remagnetization
[35] Rock magnetic and paleomagnetic results from the
Ponga Unit indicate that the Carboniferous carbonates
sampled for this study were remagnetized during the late
Paleozoic evolution of the Variscan foreland in northern
Spain. IRM, three-axis IRM, and hysteresis measurements
(Figures 5 and 7) combined with demagnetization results
(Figure 8) indicate that the Barcalienta Formation ChRM is
carried by a dominantly low-coercivity mineral phase. On
the basis of unblocking temperature, coercivity ratios and
saturation intensities, the ChRM carrier is PSD magnetite
and is inferred to be of chemical origin. Hematite, goethite
and pyrrhotite are also present in minor amounts and
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contribute to the rock magnetic signature of these rocks;
however, they do not seem to contribute significantly to the
overall ChRM. Hysteresis and low-temperature demagnetization measurements indicate the presence of an abundant
population of SP magnetite, consistent with observations on
other remagnetized carbonates [Jackson, 1990; Channell
and McCabe, 1994; Katz et al., 2000; Weil and Van der Voo,
2002b]. Through combined rock magnetic and scanning
electron microscopy work, Weil and Van der Voo [2002b]
determined that formation of new magnetic material in
Cantabrian Arc carbonates from the fold-and-nappe province was formed by oxidation of authigenic iron sulfides,
dedolimitization, and illite-smectite clay transformation.
The growth of this new magnetic material by chemical
precipitation is likely the most important source of the
conspicuous SP magnetite population found in Ponga Unit
strata revealed by hysteresis and low-temperature demagnetization results. Oxidation of iron sulfide framboids
(mainly pyrite) is likely the most important source of the
PSD magnetite population that carries the B magnetization
remanence in Barcalienta carbonates. All of these processes
require fluids, which were likely catalyzed by increases in
porosity and permeability during Westphalian/Stephanian
aged D1 thrusting. Any vestige of a primary magnetization
that might have been carried by the Barcaliente Formation
was eliminated as a consequence of rock-fluid interaction
during protracted Late Paleozoic Variscan deformation.
Consequently, the paleomagnetic data in this study can only
be used to infer the late Variscan deformation history of the
Ponga Unit, and say nothing concerning the original paleogeography of the region prior to D1 deformation.
5.2. Kinematic Implications of VARs
[36] Because of the complex interaction of thrusts and
superimposed folding in the Ponga Unit, standard unfolding
techniques could not be utilized to restore bedding to its
orientation at the time of remanence acquisition. Such
simple corrections in complexly folded regions always
introduce errors in the restoration process, which inevitably
result in incorrect estimates of VAR [MacDonald, 1980;
Borradaile, 1997; McCaig and McClelland, 1992; Stewart,
1995b; Pueyo et al., 2003]. To determine the best possible
sequence of corrections to restore structures to a post-D1
Figure 12. (a) Declination deviations from mean reference
direction of site means plotted against strike deviations from
reference strike for the Campo de Caso (circles) and
Espinaredo (squares) folds, including data from this study
(solid symbols), and Stewart [1995a] (open symbols).
(b) Rotation angle for rotating individual sites back to the
B reference direction plotted against reference strike
deviations from the Campo de Caso fold. (c) Declination
deviations from mean reference direction of site means
plotted against strike deviations from reference strike for the
Laviana (circle) and Rioseco (squares) thrust sheets,
including data from this study (open symbols) and Hirt et
al. [1992] (solid symbols). Choice of Do and So are so that
regression line passes through origin of plot and the strike
for given site is tangent to the trend of major structures.
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Figure 13. Campo de Caso fold site mean stereonet projections for poles to bedding and in situ magnetic
directions. Open symbols represent upper hemisphere projections and solid symbols represent lower
hemisphere projections. (a) Stereonet of in situ site means for the entire Campo de Caso fold. Open star
represents the reference B magnetization. (b) Structurally corrected Campo de Caso B component site
means using calculated rotation axes as stated in text. Open symbols represent upper hemisphere
projections, solid symbols represent lower hemisphere projections, and star represents the reference B
direction. (c) In situ poles to bedding for the entire Campo de Caso structure. (d) Poles to corrected bedding
(solid symbols) using individually calculated rotation parameters for the B magnetization. Also shown is
the resultant north-south trending D1 fold axis remaining after the removal of secondary VAR (star).
configuration, each site was evaluated separately in the
context of local and regional fold axis orientations. Similar
to the methods of Courtillot et al. [1986], Bates [1989],
Setiabudidaya et al. [1994], Stewart [1995a], and Weil et al.
[2000], restoration of individual structures was attained by
calculating the best fit deformation axes to restore in situ
magnetization vectors back to the reference magnetization.
Note that no substantive rotation about the axis of the
reference magnetization (south-southeasterly and shallow)
is assumed, which cannot be detected by this analysis.
Using the calculated deformation axes, the rocks of the
Ponga Unit were restored to their configuration at the time
of magnetization acquisition (Figures 13 and 14; deformation axis rotation parameters and restored orientations are
given in Table S1 in the auxiliary material1).

1
Auxiliary material is available at ftp://ftp.agu.org/apend/tc/
2005tc001861.

[37] For the Campo de Caso fold, restoring the paleomagnetic site means (Figures 13a and 13b) resulted in a
more uniformly oriented north-south trending structure
with a near-horizontal fold axis and steep axial surface
(Figures 13c and 13d). This geometry is very similar to the
restored geometry of large fold domains within the hinge
zone of the outer fold-and-nappe province of the Cantabrian Arc [Weil et al., 2000]. It is clear from the Campo de
Caso example that considerable secondary rotation of D1
hanging wall folds was accommodated during late Variscan deformation, as evidenced by the restored geometry of
the local bedding (Figure 13d) and the orocline and
rotation tests (Figures 12a and 12b). This result is consistent with the orocline model for the outer fold-and-nappe
province in which nearly all of the curvature observed
today is secondary in nature and resulted from buckling of
originally linear fold-thrust belt structures [Van der Voo et
al., 1997; Weil et al., 2000, 2001].
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Figure 14. (a) Schematic map of post-D1 Ponga Unit configuration based on restored bedding
orientation calculations from this study. Solid lines with ball heads show locally restored bedding strike.
Grey swaths represent proposed position of dominant lateral/oblique ramps active during D1
deformation. Dashed segments are inferred due to lack of extensive data coverage. Dashed thrust faults
are inferred. (b) Schematic structure map of the Ponga Unit in its present-day configuration. (c) Stereonet
contours of the restored bedding from D1 frontal ramp thrust segments. (d) Stereonet contours of the
restored bedding for D1 lateral/oblique ramp thrust segments.

[38] Strata at all of the remaining sites from the Ponga
Unit were corrected in a similar fashion to the Campo de
Caso sites and their restored geometries are shown in
Figure 14a. The orocline test (Figure 12c) for the Lavianna
and Rioseco thrust sheets indicates that at least 60 percent of
the present-day curvature existed at the end of D1 thrusting
and folding. Restoration of these sites results in a thrust
trace with both north-south and east-west trending segments, consistent with the existence of frontal and lateral/
oblique footwall-ramp-related fault bend folds formed during initial D1 thrusting [Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún,
1988; Alvarez-Marrón, 1995]. In the case of the Lavianna
and Rioseco thrusts, present-day changes in strike are not
the product of extensive VAR but are due to multiple
horizontal axis rotations that produced corner folds at the
intersection of oblique ramp surfaces (Figure 2b).
[39] This restoration shows that the observed sinuosity in
the Ponga Unit is the consequence of both secondary
rotation of originally linear features associated with footwall
complexity (i.e., the Campo de Caso fold), and also the

secondary modification and tightening of originally curvilinear features (e.g., the hanging wall structures in the
Lavianna and Rioseco thrust sheets). Thus it seems the late
Variscan structural evolution of the Ponga Unit is more
complex than the end member models originally described
by Alvarez-Marrón and Pérez-Estaún [1988], Julivert and
Arboleya [1984], Alvarez-Marrón [1995], and Stewart
[1995a] (Figure 2).
5.3. Tectonic Implications of VARs
[40] Comparison of the post-D1 geometry with the present-day geometry of the Ponga Unit (Figures 14 and 15)
indicates a tectonic history involving at least two temporally
discrete deformation phases during Variscan orogeny. The
first deformation phase resulted in thrusting and folding
related to west-to-east tectonic transport (in present-day
coordinates) in Westphalian to Stephanian times. Thrusting
during this initial phase resulted in locally complex footwall
geometries that are characterized by frontal and oblique/
lateral ramps. These ramps produced regional folding about
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Figure 15. (a) Structural cartoon map of palenspastically restored Cantabrian Arc showing the general
configuration after initial east-west (in present-day coordinates) compression (D1 deformation phase).
Orientations of major thrusts are inferred from this study for the Ponga Unit and Weil et al. [2000, 2001]
for the outer fold-and-nappe province. Block arrows represent the schematic orientation of the ancient
stress field during deformation. Fill patterns represent different geologic domains of the Cantabrian Arc:
(1) West Asturian – Leonese Zone; (2) Narcea Antiform; (3) fold and nappe province; (4) Central Coal
Basin; (5) Ponga Unit; (6) Picos de Europa Unit; (7) Pisuerga Carrios Unit; (8) Unconformable Upper
Carboniferous rocks; (9) Mesozoic and Tertiary Cover. (b) Present-day configuration of Cantabrian Arc
after oroclinal bending, which resulted in counterclockwise rotation of the southern limb, clockwise
rotation of the northern limb and buckling, superposed and radial folding, and thrust reactivation in the
central core and hinge of the arc.
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horizontal axes, ranging from north-south along frontal
ramps to east-west around lateral ramps. The most significant lateral thrust features are the present-day Rio Color,
Rio Monasterio, Tarna and S. Isidro lateral ramps, which
were originally described by Alvarez-Marrón and PérezEstaún [1988] and Alvarez-Marrón [1995] (Figure 14). The
existence of multiple lateral/oblique ramps during D1
thrusting resulted in a series of D1 corner folds at the
intersection of nonparallel ramp segments (labeled IF in
Figure 14a). D1 folding was followed by the acquisition of
the B secondary magnetization, and subsequently, in the
latest Stephanian to earliest Permian, by a major second
deformation phase. This late Variscan deformation phase
buckled originally linear, north-south (in present-day coordinates) trending hanging wall folds, and modified corner
folds associated with D1 frontal/lateral/oblique ramp intersections. Modification was accommodated by reactivation
of lateral/oblique ramps as frontal ramps, reactivation of
frontal ramps as oblique ramps, and overall tightening of D1
corner folds (Figure 14a). This combination of structural
modification was necessary to accommodate the intense
north-south shortening associated with oroclinal bending of
the outer fold-and-nappe province of the Cantabrian Arc
(Figure 15) [Weil et al., 2001]. The ultimate change from
east-west to north-south compression near the Carboniferous/Permian boundary in the Cantabrian Arc region was
likely the result of the final collision of the North African
margin of Gondwana with southwestern Europe during the
last stages of Pangea amalgamation [Weil et al., 2001]. This
is in contrast to other tectonic models for secondary folding
[e.g., Aller and Gallastegui, 1995; Alonso et al., 1996],
which argue that much of the reactivation and superposed
folding in this part of the Cantabrian Arc was due to
significant Alpine north-south shortening. Although it is
clear that Alpine shortening is responsible for substantial
uplift of the Cantabrian Arc range, as well as reactivation
along the northern and southern margins of the range,
significant Alpine induced rotation within the Cantabrian
Arc is unlikely, based on the presence of unrotated Late
Permian-Triassic magnetizations found throughout the Can-
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tabrian Arc region [e.g., Weil et al., 2001; Parés et al.,
1996].
[41] North-south compression in the Ponga Unit was
possibly locally driven by the southward thrusting of the
Picos de Europa thrust package late in the evolution of the
Cantabrian Arc. This is a modification of the model by
Pérez-Estaún et al. [1988], which argued that the southern
transport of the Picos de Europa was the final, and most
important, thrust unit emplaced in the Cantabrian Arc, and
was responsible for almost all of the rotation of the older
Cantabrian Arc thrust units, ultimately producing most of
the observed curvature seen today. On the contrary, it is
likely that late stage oroclinal bending of the outer fold-andnappe province of the Cantabrian Arc drove south directed
transport of the Picos de Europa to accommodate large-scale
rotation of the northern and southern limbs of the WEVB.
These large-scale rotations, which were documented by
Kollmeirer et al. [2000] and Weil et al. [2000, 2001],
ultimately resulted in modification of the Cantabrian Arc’s
core in the Ponga Unit and Central Coal Basin (Figure 15).
Consequently, superposed folding must have occurred contemporaneously in the Central Coal Basin and the Ponga
Unit (Figure 15). The coupled reactivation between the
Ponga Unit and Central Coal Basin is supported by the
geometric fold relationships found in the eastern part of
the Central Coal Basin where secondary east-west trending
folds are genetically linked to the westernmost reactivated
corner folds and lateral/oblique thrusts found in the Ponga
Unit [Aller and Gallastegui, 1995].
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